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Feeling adventurous? Want to encounter new challenges while exploring natural wonderments?
Well, this is a great time to pack your travel bags and hunt your appetency. A myriad of option are
available when considering the destinations for adventure-loving tourists in India. From baffling
mountain trekking to pulsating sea-side sports, and exhilarating river rafting to mystified wild safari;
India boasts a range of adventures, thanks to its rich bio-diversity. So you just need to search a
destination that match your adventure fancy and move ahead with proper planning in advance.

Hereâ€™re some much-preferred adventurous destinations in India:

Leh Ladakh: The most remote region at Indian subcontinent, Ladakh offers the adventures of a
lifetime. With might Himalaya as background, being laden with perplexing snow and nestled at a jaw-
dropping altitude, Ladakh is undoubtedly a land of wonders, and hence is a favorite hunt for
adventure-seekers. Trekking here is matchless to almost anywhere in this world. Passing through
amazing landscapes, clouding kissing peaks, gushing rivers and dazzling glaciers gives trekkers an
unforgettable feeling. The area offers great opportunity for river rafting and wild safari too.

Goa: If exploring water adventures is your travel fancy, Goa is a perfect choice to you. From
traditional water sports including windsurfing, scuba diving and jet skiing to newer activities like kite
surfing, Goa beaches offer an amazing array of watery funs to savor. Water sports can be enjoyed
all along the Goaâ€™s shoreline, especially in North Goa. Lessons are available for those with no
experience. Other than that, Goa is an ultimate destination for biking, boating, fishing and wildlife
discovery. Goa tour packages are available to help travelers plan their Goa adventure trip properly.

Rajasthan: The spirit of bravery and adventure has always been a prominent feature of Rajasthan.
Even today, the state is a treasure trove for those driven by the call of adventure. Feel the thrills of
crossing vast sand dunes on the back of a camel, ride a jeep to explore mystic jungles, take a
balloon safari to discover stateâ€™s royal essence from air and a lot more to satiate your adventure
fancy. Jaisalmer, Bikaner, Jaipur and Ranthambhor National Park are some notable adventure-
supporting destinations in Rajasthan.

Manali: A popular hill station in North India, Manali blends the tranquility and adventures perfectly.
Cool pine forests and lofty Himalaya peaks surround the town with shimmering Beas River providing
an alluring background. So, Manali offers great opportunity for trekkers, wildlife enthusiasts and
those who love water rafting. Cliff jumping, paragliding and skiing are some other adventure sports
one can enjoy during a Manali tour. Moreover, a Manali adventure tour rewards the tourists with
camping on the Beas River and other associated activities like bird watching and forests trailing.

Apart from that, Sikkim, Kerala, Andaman and Rishikesh are some other destinations in India
popular among adventure enthusiasts. Booking a suitable tour package online, you can ensure a
pleasurable vacation at any of these destinations.
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Sanjana Singh - About Author:
Book your a cheap flights to Goa or complete a Goa tour packages with Hungry Bags, and enjoy a
delightful vacation in the state. Best deals for a Goa hotels are also offered by Hungry Bags.
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